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WHAT MAKES THE ViTAL ECONOMY
ALLIANCE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE SO
DIFFERENT? 

is question is one we are often asked by our client
communities. ey tell us that they have never dealt
with a consulting organization, which demonstrates
such consistent passion and commitment to the success
of their community. ey want to know why we care so
much. Why do we invest so much in our client
communities? Why do we celebrate their success, rather
than claim success for ourselves? 

As we begin our 25th year of providing service to
underperforming regional economies across North
America, I thought I would share with our friends the
core philosophy that was and continues to be the
foundation of the ViTAL Economy Alliance.

At our core, the ViTAL Economy Alliance is a social
enterprise that operates under the philosophy of one
person Being a Person for Others. is is the prime
educational objective of Jesuit education articulated by
Fr. Pedro Arrupe, S.J. Superior General of the Society of
Jesus in 1973. I was influenced deeply by three Jesuit
priests throughout my life (Fr. Francis X. Knott, S.J, Fr.

James L. Connor, S.J. and Fr. William Watters, S.J.)
resulting in the integration of this philosophy into my
personal, family, business and community life.

In accordance with this guiding principle, we believe
that all regional economies have unique human and
material assets that can be leveraged to build sustainable
prosperous economies. Individuals that possess unique
talents populate regional economies. If properly linked
to each other, these talents can create sustainable
economic prosperity for the entire community. 

Our job is to motivate and teach others how to build
their future prosperity using the unique talents and
assets gifted to them by their creator. It is not our job to
profit from these talents and assets for our own
prosperity. erefore, our mission is to “empower
communities to create more vibrant, transformed and
livable places…one regional economy at a time”.

How do we achieve this mission on a consistent basis? It
is the company we keep…the partners that have chosen
to be part of the ViTAL Economy Alliance. Everyone
that joins this alliance has been successful in a wider
range of endeavors. ey have chosen to work with the
ViTAL Economy Alliance because of our social
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enterprise mission. ey can be successful at
accomplishing this mission with each one of our client
communities, only if they serve each client community
using the core behaviors that underpin the principle of
Being a Person for Others.

STEWARDSHIP VERSUS OWNERSHIP

We believe that the skills we have to share are not ours
to possess and control solely for our own benefit. We
did not achieve success by ourselves. We were supported
and encouraged by others that came before us.
Members of the ViTAL Economy Alliance believe that
we are stewards of the skills and assets we have and that
they are to be used for the benefit of others, not just
ourselves. 

We transfer this sense of stewardship versus ownership
to the thousands of community leaders who lead and
participate in ViTAL Economy initiatives. is enables
the broader community to share in the knowledge
transfer that will be the foundation for leveraging their
combined talents and unique assets that turn their
regional economy into successfully navigating the 21st
century global economy.

TREAT ALL PERSONS WITH THE DIGNITY
OF GOD

Some of the most profound ideas that have turned
around ViTAL Economy-involved communities have
come from individuals who have never before been
leaders in their community. Often these are people who
have been consistently shut out of the process and
ignored, whether by entrenched political leadership or
by narrow thinking across various sectors of the
economy. ViTAL Economy believes with a passion that
great ideas can come from the most unexpected places
and persons. 

erefore, it is our job to maximize engagement of
diverse sectors of the regional economy from the highest
to the lowest rungs of the economic and social ladders

of a community. is is why in our facilitation process
there is no such thing as a dumb question. We
intentionally dig deep rather than listen just to those
who always had a say in what was decided. is is how
the gift of the unexpected is realized. In fact, over 85%
of breakthrough ideas come from the ‘fringes’ of a
region – meaning, from individuals not deeply vested in
maintaining the status quo. Zen philosophers call this
‘beginner’s mind’.

CREATION IS AN INTERDEPENDENT
ECOSYSTEM

We understand that regional economies are only
successful if they are places where people want to live,
work and play. erefore, regional economic prosperity
is not just about economic development or education or
healthcare, etc. VE Alliance members understand that
our past business successes were part of a greater
ecosystem and certainly was not only the result of our
singular talents. Collaboration with others through
intentionally developed ‘people networks’ is the key to
successful and ongoing innovation.

Economies are integrated ecosystems that must make
investments in livable communities in order to attract
talent who want to live, work and play in their
community. ey need to make investments in talent
development to attract and retain high performance
working families. ese families need access to best-
practice education and healthcare resources, so they can
produce healthy and productive participants for the
workforce of the future. A regional economy needs to
invest in growing firms and jobs that leverage unique
regional assets and talents in order to produce globally
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competitive goods and services. Regions also need to
invest in developing climate preparedness strategies that
maintain a healthy, sustainable and resilient
environment, where all families and workers will want
to choose to live, grow and prosper.

A MORE JUST WORLD STARTS WITH YOU
AND ME

A More Just World Starts with You and Me:
An ancient Chinese proverb states “a journey of a
thousand miles starts with the first step”. ViTAL Economy
Alliance members do not wait for someone else to
initiate change. Too many economies remain in distress,
because people are afraid to take the first step, for fear
that they will be criticized. Our job is to enable a
regional economy to build powerful coalitions of change
one person at a time. For too long, many of these
distressed economies have fulfilled the definition of
insanity, “doing the same thing over and over and
expecting different results”. 

A ‘more just world’ is one in which economic prosperity
is available to the many, not just the few. is cannot
happen unless more than a few participate in defining
the future of the regional economy as a journey and not
just an initiative or project. is is why VE strategies are
developed and owned by the many, not just the normal
small core of leaders who have defined a community’s
direction for decades. Every individual in a community,
including VE Alliance Members, has the opportunity
and the responsibility to take control of their
community’s destiny. It all starts with you and with me.

WE ARE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE PRAGMATIC
CAPITALISTS

Being a Person for Others is not merely a religious virtue
or social philosophy for the VE Alliance. It is a
pragmatic recognition that we all are in this economy
together. Our regional economies are interdependent-
ecosystems. We will sink or swim together. We also
know that it takes capital to make economies grow.

Without jobs we have no income. Without income we
have no prosperity and a dramatically reduced quality of
life. Profit is a virtue, when it is achieved through the
continuous act of Being a Person for Others. 

We currently live in a time when successful individuals
believe that their individual success is the result only of
their own actions. Members of the ViTAL Economy
Alliance know this is not the case. e history of
America is one of individual struggle to achieve success
in the context of community success. is is why we
put our regional partners first.  

What’s in it for us? We think and act in ways that will
facilitate the transformation of individuals, and the
transformation of whole economies. e ultimate
reward to us is to bear witness to such transformation
and know we have played a critical part. By doing
‘good’, we will do ‘well’. at is why ViTAL Economyis
not here to preach or convert. We are here to be change
catalysts by empowering existing and emerging leaders
through perspective, process, tools, coaching and
S.M.A.R.T. strategies.  

is is why Being a Person for Others challenges us
everyday to renew our commitment to the core mission
of the ViTAL Economy Alliance, “empower
communities to create more vibrant, transformed and
livable places…one regional economy at a time”.

Frank Knott, Founder & Chairman
July 2016
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We invite you to learn about our work
at www.vitaleconomy.com.

or call us at: 410-321-1484


